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Hebrews 10 
 
I. Introduction. Context for this series 
 A.   March 19, 2020 = shelter in place order was made 
  1.   Since then our country has shut down, experienced growing tension, fear, and anger 

resulting in distance between people and virtual and physical unrest. 
  2.   The church 
   a.   Changed the vehicle of the message, adapted to other ways of temporarily 

connecting 
   b.   Experienced the same degree of tension, fear, and anger as the rest of society 
  3.   Today, people are exhausted, anxious, combative, and both confident/hesitant at the 

same time. 
   a.  We tend to agree with what we already think. 
   b.  We draw conclusions about others with minimal input. 
*Society is a mess right now. 
 B.   God in history 
  1.   God is sovereign over human history. 
  2.   God’s intent is to forgive people and transform them to reflect the character and work 

of Jesus. 
  3.   The context of human history does not change these two things. 
  4.   All the influences in the world are predisposed to make you more like them. 
  5.   Hebrews 1:1-3, God communicates to His people 
   a.   I believe the Holy Spirit has directed me to some realizations during this time. 
   b.   They are about me and they are about the church. 
   c.   Over the next four weeks, I am going to share these things with you and they will 

have an impact on how we move forward as a church. 
II. Our Inheritance - Jesus 
 A.   Jesus (vs 1-18) 
  1.   Jesus is not a part of our inheritance. He is the totality of our inheritance. He is the 

beginning and the end, the past, present, and future of our hope and fulfillment. 
  2.   The Law: good, from God, never able to save or be idolized but to point toward Jesus 
   a.   Repetitive and ineffective to deal with sin - it was the first band-aid 
   b.   But the sacrifice of Jesus sanctifies us once and for all (v 10). 
  3.   Timeline (vs 12-14) 
   a.   Christ’s sacrifice 
   b.   Waiting (transformation) period - you are here 
   c.   Final, visible victory with no insurgency 
  4.   Law in hearts and minds = spirit of repentance (v 16) 
 B.   Because of Jesus (vs 19-25) 
  1.   Right to draw near (v 22)  
   a.   Confident in our “worth” in approaching and appealing to God 



 

 

   b.   Proximity - we can be close to God without any fear - God’s presence, the 
foundational promise for all promises 

  2.   Right to hold fast (v 23) 
   a.   Confession of our hope (next week) 
   b.   Because of God’s faithfulness (also, next week) 
  3.   Right to consider consider how (vs 24-25) 
   a.   Stir one another to  
    1)  Love 
    2)  Good works 
   b.   Don’t walk away from the body (let anything come between you and your desire 

to love and do good within the community of the local church) 
 C.   Actionable information (vs 26-31) 
  1.   Deliberate sin vs. knowledge of truth 
   a.   What truth do you have that you’re ignoring? 
   b.   What truth are you passing on in favor of another because of preference or 

comfort? 
  2.   God does respond to sin. 
   a.   God does not let His people persist in sin. 
   b.   “From but not of” (1 John 2:19) 
They went out from us, but they were not of us; for if they had been of us, they would have 
continued with us. But they went out, that it might become plain that they all are not of us. But you 
have been anointed by the Holy One, and you all have knowledge. I write to you, not because you 
do not know the truth, but because you know it, and because no lie is of the truth. (1 John 2:19) 
    1)  Israel and the church 
    2)  Not everyone here is a child of God. 
 D.   My responsibility (vs 32-39) 
  1.   Growing weary and the temptation to do what’s natural 
  2.   Glance back 
   a.   Public attack 
   b.   Partnering with the vulnerable 
   c.   Compassion for the despicable 
   d.   Joyfully accepting the plundering of property 
*Wait! What? Because of my better and abiding possession (v 34b) 
    1) Let this sink in. 
    2) Have you lost sight of your better and abiding possession? 
  3.   Endurance: without it we get exhausted, short-sighted, and frustrated 
   a.   My value of fitness 
   b.   How do I build endurance? 
    1)  Cardio 
     a) Condition of my heart (repentance/humility) 
     b) Focus of my heart (treasure) 
    2)  Resistance training - repetition 



 

 

     a) Spiritual disciplines: Sabbath, bible study, prayer, praise, resisting evil 
(both internal and external), etc. 

     b) Obedience 
    3)  Diet 
     a) Word of God vs the news/social media/etc. 
     b) Milk then meat 
*Principles of growth: exposure to damage results in repair and growth 
    4) Actively choosing affliction, tribulations, suffering, and adversity then resting 

in God’s grace. 
    5) Our tradition teaches us to avoid these things which will not result in endurance. 
III. So what? 
 A.   What I’m hearing from God 
  1.   Revelation: Our faith is fragile. 
   a.   Why is our faith fragile? 
   b.   Impurities 
    1)  Something that ruins the uncontaminated nature of something 
    2)  Water impurities  
     -Suspended particles (sand, mud, etc.) 
     -Heavy metals (lead, iron, cadmium, arsenic) 
     -Human waste (defamations, unused food) 
     -Chemical/industrial waste (nitrate, mercury, fluorides) 
     -Run off (pesticides) 
     -Naturally occurring impurities (fluorides, nitrates, arsenic) 
  2.   Action: we need to build endurance 
   a.   Impurities in our faith make it fragile and it then lacks endurance 
   b.   The more impurities present, the less endurance you will have to become like 

Jesus let alone finish well 
 B.  Next step 
  1.  What impurities are present in your faith? 
   a.   Make a physical list - see water example 
   b.   If you’re not honest and ruthless with yourself, then you won’t grow (I’ll be sharing 

mine with you next week) 
  2.   What is your endurance training program? 
   a.   Do you even have one? 
   b.   Does it include the pursuit of struggle? 
 C.   The good news 
  1.   Jesus is enough. 
  2.   V 37 
  3.   V 39 
 
Transition to communion... 


